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A Cue for Love chapter 807

Chapter 807 Secret Of The Moon

Hearing Arlo’s words, Kenneth was reassured.

“Take care, Arlo.”

“Will do.”

Once Arlo disconnected the call, he urgently summoned Luna to his room.

Dressed in a green flowy dress paired with her straight black mid-length hair flowing down
to her shoulder gave her a gentle appearance. She had the gentleness of the water lily and
the aloofness of a lotus floating on the clear water of a pond.

“Grandpa.” Luna dashed to Arlo’s bedside with tears in her eyes. “What happened? Are you
not feeling well?”

“No.” Arlo lifted his gaze and looked at his most beloved granddaughter. He would always
worry for her. “My body is already like this. I’m grateful that God doesn’t torture me much
with sickness, only having me walk down the path everybody would when the time is right. I
was lucky, so you should be happy for me.”

Luna held onto Arlo’s hand tightly and nodded her head firmly. “I know, Grandpa, but please,
can you stop saying such things?”

“Luna, I call you here because I need you to head over to the Bowers residence and check on
Samuel.” After a few coughs, he continued, “Samuel was poisoned with a drug that
accelerated his aging, so he wasn’t doing very well at the moment. I should’ve handled the
affairs regarding the Bowers family, but I was already on my last leg, so I could only entrust
this task to you.”
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Luna’s eyes were filled with tears as she asked, “Mr. Samuel, he-”

“I do not have the details, but you would understand after you see him in Dellmoor.” Arlo
patted her hand. “You’re my granddaughter and my proudest apprentice. I trust that you can
help the Bowers family and treat Samuel.”

“Okay.” Luna nodded. “Don’t worry, Grandpa. I’ll do my very best.”

“You won’t see me by the time you return.” Arlo said with a kind smile, “It’s my greatest
regret I don’t get to see you get married. However, it’s good that you can visit the Bowers
family at Dellmoor. If this visit helps tie the knot between you and Samuel, I can leave
without worries.”

“Grandpa!”

“You always felt something for Samuel, right?” Arlo said gently, “There’s no way he won’t like
a lovely girl like my granddaughter. Don’t be sad and always remember to look forward. I can
only accompany you till here.”

Luna wanted to cry but forced a smile on her face when she met Arlo’s kind eyes.

She knelt in front of Arlo and bowed for the last time.

“I bid you farewell, Grandpa.”

“Good girl.”

Both Arlo and Luna knew the farewell would be the last one for them.

Meanwhile, Natalie had pushed away all her work and was visiting the Nichols residence
and all the properties under Yara’s name.

The moon and a secret compartment.

Natalie had searched all the moon-shaped decorations or moon-related places in the
Nichols residence.
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She didn’t dare to miss a spot, so she cautiously searched everywhere. Each time she would
get her hopes up only to be let down.

What is the secret between the moon and the secret compartment?

She found a moon necklace, a pair of crescent moon earrings, a painting with a moon, and
plates shaped like a full moon. She’d found many items related to the moon one way or the
other, but none of it was what she wanted. She had been searching up and down like a mad
person for the whole day.

Natalie couldn’t and didn’t want to sleep at the thought of Samuel’s condition, so she locked
herself in the Nichols residence, blindly searching the entire house for two days forgoing
food and sleep.
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